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Abstract
Affective computing is not only the direction of reform in artificial intelligence but also exemplification of the advanced
intelligent machines. Emotion is the biggest difference between human and machine. If the machine behaves with emotion,
then the machine will be accepted by more people. Voice is the most natural and can be easily understood and accepted
manner in daily communication. The recognition of emotional voice is an important field of artificial intelligence. However,
in recognition of emotions, there often exists the phenomenon that two emotions are particularly vulnerable to con-
fusion. This article presents a combined cepstral distance method in two-group multi-class emotion classification for
emotional speech recognition. Cepstral distance combined with speech energy is well used as speech signal endpoint
detection in speech recognition. In this work, the use of cepstral distance aims to measure the similarity between frames in
emotional signals and in neutral signals. These features are input for directed acyclic graph support vector machine
classification. Finally, a two-group classification strategy is adopted to solve confusion in multi-emotion recognition. In the
experiments, Chinese mandarin emotion database is used and a large training set (1134 þ 378 utterances) ensures a
powerful modelling capability for predicting emotion. The experimental results show that cepstral distance increases the
recognition rate of emotion sad and can balance the recognition results with eliminating the over fitting. And for the
German corpus Berlin emotional speech database, the recognition rate between sad and boring, which are very difficult to
distinguish, is up to 95.45%.
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Introduction

Robot plays an important role in human society: it is not

only the right-hand man in human daily life but also the

soul companion of us human. Only when intelligence and

advanced intelligent robots also have, people will really

accept them. Emotion is the particular spiritual activities

of human beings. Thus, emotion has become a sign of

advanced intelligent in machines. Emotion analysis and

decision-making ability are the key to the development of

the machine.

Currently, robot with the ability to recognize emotion in

speech brings hopes to the lonely elderly, children or peo-

ple suffering from communication barriers.1,2 Speech or

voice signal are usually the best way to identify human

emotion because they are the most common and the most

natural way to communicate.3 The recognition of emo-

tional speech is rather disparate than the recognition of
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speech. Speech recognition is to identify the major compo-

nents of the language in speech. However, the identifica-

tion of emotional speech is mainly to distinguish emotional

statement based on the differences between these emotions.

It is on account of these different understanding that scho-

lars are exploring the method which is appropriated for

emotional speech recognition. Whether the improvement

of the model or the careful screening for the features, few

consideration is taken to the characteristics of emotion.

Early work shows that the voice is able to express emo-

tion because it contains the parameters to reflect character-

istics of emotion.3,4 In order to mirror the characteristics of

emotional speech such as speed, stress and tone, feature

sets are divided, extended and finally applied.5 Some para-

linguistic properties of the voice including gender, age,

voice quality, stress and so forth play a vital role in emo-

tional speech recognition.6–8 One of the properties which is

named as voice quality6 is widely applied. However,

choices for representing voice quality characteristics are

varied such as spectral gradients.9

To identify emotion in voice, linguistic information10 or

emotional point information11 is also added to classifica-

tion models, such as context12–14 and keywords. Emotion is

an important aspect of intelligence. The problem that we

want to make the system to distinguish emotion leads scho-

lars to resort to our own emotion cognitive system. Bionics

and biology have been used to detect emotion in speech.15

They utilize the physical structure of the human ear to

improve the model to enhance recognition performance

or to generate suitable features for human ears perceived

characteristics, such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients

(MFCCs), Lyon’s cochlear model.16 These methods which

mimic human ears are often easier for people to trust and

adopt for they can be better understood. In order to more

fully take into account the physical structure of the human

ear, adaptability and stability of the system built by this

method which mimics the physiological activity are better

than the general system which did not use physiological

information in speech.

And for multi-class emotional speech signals, no classi-

fication tools are especially suitable for multi-class classi-

fication. Thus, optimized classification tools and perfected

classification strategies9 will improve accuracy of emotion

recognition. To solve these problems, fusions of multiple

classifiers11,17,18 and multi-stage classification9,19 are

adopted, and the effect is satisfactory.

Typically, cepstral distance is applied to endpoint detec-

tion in speech signal. Because of its exceptional ability to

characterize the similarity between speech frames, it is also

used for isolated word recognition which is a part of speech

recognition.20 But it is the first time to apply it to measure

the similarity of emotion in speech signal. In this study,

cepstral distance which measures similarity between two

signals is applied to characterize differences in the emotion

space. The voice quality is added in feature set in this study.

Voice quality features include formant feature and

harmonic–noise ratio (HNR). Formant is an import feature

that reflect resonance characteristic of channel. Formant is

resonance section in speech spectral and convey a direct

information about the sound source. In addition to

expresses the strength of vowel phonemes, formant char-

acterizes speaker’s pronunciation. It also express the qual-

ity of vowel phonemes. Thus, describing channel

information formant is added to the feature set. HNR is the

ratio of the energy of harmonic part and energy of a noise

portion in speech signals. This ratio objectively and quan-

titatively descripts the crack sound in voice. For example,

when men express grief (sad) mood, their voices usually

become soft, choked, and at this time, they cannot even

control his breathing. Then it pronounce incomplete vowel

which should have been made into a complete waveform

vowel. The vowel even becomes a consonant in sad mood.

In this case, listeners often hear a sound that just like vocal

cords are tearing. This harsh voice is called crack voice.

And this is the sign of the coming of strong emotion. In the

classification process, we decompose the problem of multi-

class classification into the problem of tri-classification and

four emotion classification. Using the strategy and the

model, directed acyclic graph support vector machine

(DAG-SVM),21 the recognition rate can be improved

significantly.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. ‘Related

works’ section talks about the related works. ‘The

method’ section describes the materials and methods pro-

posed and applied in this article. The experiments and

results are shown and analysed in ‘Experiment and anal-

ysis’ section. The comparisons between related works

with our method are given in ‘Conclusion and future

work’ section, and we come to a conclusion and discus-

sion of some future work.

Related works

Affective interaction can significantly improve the effi-

ciency of a reinforcement learning robot.22 From the beha-

viour of the robot, we find evidence to prove that the ability

to perceive emotions strongly affects the ability of robot

learning and decision-making.23 Therefore, more and more

robotics involve affective computing. Yilmazyildiz et al.24

apply multi-modal emotional information containing video

and audio to identify the emotion in affect human–robot

interaction. This article discusses the emotion recognition

problem in speech, and this speech model will eventually

be integrated as one of multi-modal emotion recognition

system in humanoid robot.

Unbalanced train data result in a low recognition rate of

classification model. This problem exists in two-class clas-

sification and it is particularly evident in the multi-class

classification. In other words, in multi-category emotion

classification, the accuracy is generally low. The reason

is probably that the variation of features is not one-to-one

mapping with emotion. A given feature variation tends to
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be associated with a cluster of affective attributes.6 This

article is focused on a balanced outcome when classifying

multiple emotion. For this purpose, we propose cepstral

distance parameter which is as a benchmark of neutral

emotion. It can identify the differences between the aver-

age neutral voice and other emotional voice in each frame

and be regarded as a measure of emotion.

Researchers have tried on a large number of methods.

These methods can be divided into two categories: one is to

improve the classification model,10,19,25–28 including a

comparison in the performance of different classifiers, a

fusion of multiple classifier, and another is selection of the

integration strategies.28 SVM, k-nearest neighbour (KNN)

algorithm, C4.5, multiple layers perception, artificial

neural network and hidden Markov model are the models

approbated by scholars whose performances in other areas

are quite good. However, there is no sole model that is

particularly suitable for a multi-class emotions recognition

in speech. In most of the literatures, the majority still

agreed with this order of classifier performance:

KNN<C4.5<ANN<SVM.26,29 For SVM, the effect of dif-

ferent kernel functions varies greatly. And deep neural net-

works model has recently been used in speech recognition

by a large number of research institutions30 and its effect is

quite good. Yu,31 who conducts tests to compare the effects

of different SVM kernel functions, finds that the effects of

radial basis function (RBF) kernel no matter on the training

set or on the test set are the best. In the end, it is suggested

to apply the model fusion and multi-level classifier. If the

fusion strategy is proper, model integration would be better

than separate model.

Another is the discovery and selection27,32–39 for the

feature set. Gharavian et al.5 investigate the effect on

using a rich set of features to improve the performance.

He concludes that the recognition rate is different when

testing on different feature set combinations in experi-

ments. So in his method, a feature selection strategy is

applied to select the appropriate feature sets, making fea-

ture has complementary advantages and minimizes

mutual interference.

However, when trying on both features and models,

there must be a major part and the other for the sec-

ondary. In brief, one serves for another such as that

selecting the appropriate feature set optimizes the per-

formance in some separate classifiers or multiple-layer

classifiers.13,33,40

Inspiring by the previous researches, we try to find the

feature in theory to ensure a balanced recognition result.

From the relationship between different emotions in speech

frames, we explore the similarity between frames and find a

certain distance measure to characterize the similarity at

last. Cepstrum is a kind of feature that reflects the sound

perception of human ear. The distance certainly reflects the

differences between different emotions. Based on these, we

propose a method combined cepstral distance feature to

measure the similarity between frames in emotional

speech. It can solve the imbalance of accuracy for classifi-

cation to some extent.

The method

Main feature set applied in the experiment

The goal of the proposed approach is to recognize senti-

ment in emotional speech. We apply four kinds of feature

sets in the experiment: (1) the correlation feature including

cepstral distance, (2) MFCC, (3) quality features and (4)

prosodic features.

All feature groups are shown in Figure 1. MFCC and

prosodic features are widely applied in emotional speech

recognition and called traditional feature set in this article.

The expressiveness is strong on prosodic feature by reason

that it conveys information of the voice such as speed, tone

and mood, so we apply it in experiment. More details about

the traditional feature sets can be found in the study by

Koolagudi and Rao35 and Chen et al.40 And the new fea-

tures are introduced in the following.

The application of cepstral distance in the field of

speech is endpoint detection as well as medical judgement

for morbidity. The cepstrum is gained by the inverse dis-

crete Fourier transform of discrete Fourier transform of the

input speech signal after taking logarithm of the inverse

discrete Fourier transform. Cepstrum cðnÞ is defined as

cðnÞ ¼ 1

2�
�
ð�

��

logjX ðejwÞjejwndw (1)

The cepstrum forms a natural basis for comparing pat-

terns in speech recognition because of its stable mathemat-

ical characterization for speech signals. A typical ‘cepstral

distance measure’ is of the form

D ¼
Xnw

n¼1

c½n� � c½n�
� �

(2)

where c½n� and c½n� are cepstral sequences corresponding to

signal frames, and D is the cepstral distance between the

pair of sequences.

We calculate the cepstral distance between different

emotions and emotion neutral. For each sentence is recorded

in six emotions, we can calculate the cepstral distance

between emotional utterances and their corresponding

Figure 1. The organization of feature group in this experiment.
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neutral utterance. First, getting statistical average of each

sentences of emotion neutral and then computing the dis-

tance between a certain emotion and emotion neural. Finally,

the cepstral distance is used as an important supplement for

the other feature set. In general, cepstral distance is applied

to measuring the similarity between two frames of signals. In

this article, it represents the similarity between emotions.

Figure 2 shows cepstral distance between one angry utter-

ance and its corresponding neutral utterance.

Classification model

The SVM classification model is applied for emotional

speech recognition in the experiments. We perform

DAG-SVM21 for multi-classification. The basic idea of

DAG-SVM is that for an N-class problem, it constructs

N(N-1)/2 classifiers, one for each pair of classes. In addi-

tion, principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm is

combined with grid search method to optimize parameters

for obtaining the classification model.

The emotional speech classification model is trained

based on the combination of MFCC feature, prosodic fea-

tures, voice quality features and cepstral distance features.

In terms of no single features which are complement with

each other by overlapping and influencing, they also plays

a key role in the recognition. Considering the unbalanced

feature data, we employ C-support vector classification

(C-SVC) which is from the Library for SVMs (https://

www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/*cjlin/libsvm/). C-SVC is a cost-

sensitive SVM, and different penalty functions are used for

positive and negative class samples. The parameter c is a

penalty factor parameter, which helps implement a penalty

on the misclassifications that are performed while separat-

ing the classes. The model parameter ‘s’ is set as the value

of ‘0’ which means set type of SVM. Another model

parameter ‘t’ is set as the value of ‘2’ which means set the

RBF kernel.

Classification strategy

Among a lot of experiments on emotional speech recogni-

tion, we truly feel the interaction and overlap of these fea-

ture sets and try to balance the results by applying

characteristics of emotions.

We categorize the emotions into several categories and,

then in different emotional categories, we apply the feature

set whose performance is the best to identify those emo-

tions in that category. All emotions are sorted into several

groups. Grouping principle is grouping emotions in the

groups which is easy to recognize, and the number of

groups is within a reasonable range. The process in this

article is showed in Figure 3.

Experiment and analysis

The whole experiment is implemented in platform

MATLAB on a standard desktop with Intel Core i5

2.4 GHz processor with 8.0 GB RAM.

Materials

It involves two databases in this research: one is continuous

Mandarin Chinese emotional speech corpus and another is

German Berlin41 speech database. The former is in Chinese

for train and test, while the latter is used to compare with

the existing methods.

The experiments are conducted on the emotional speech

database recorded by Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.

Among the six speakers, the female speaker called

LiuChang is chosen. Six emotions are included, such as

angry, fear, happy, sad, surprise and neutral. Each emotion

corresponds to 252 utterances, a total of 1512 utterances.

The signals are sampled at 16 kHz and transcribed in mono.

Each sampling point is represented with 16 bit. The utter-

ances are between 1 and 2 s to reserve prominent parts in

emotions.

As used herein, the German Berlin41 speech database is

composed by about 490 utterances in six emotions: happi-

ness, anger, sadness, anxiety, boredom and neutral. These

Figure 2. The cepstral distance from emotion neutral of one
angry utterance in time domain. And the ordinate represents the
amplitude and the abscissa stands for samples.

Figure 3. The process of classification in this experiment. First
recognizes three emotions. When the emotion is angry or neutral
output the result. If not, conduct classification in four emotions.
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signals are recorded by 10 different people including men

and women and sampled at 16 kHz. And the utterances are

short enough to ensure that one sentence contains only one

emotion as much as possible.

To obtain data for facilitating subsequent processing, we

conduct a series of operations. First of all, detecting signal

endpoint with short-time energy of the speech and then pre-

emphasizing the speech signal. Framing utterances with the

frame length of 400 samples (25 ms) and a frame shift of

100 samples according to short characteristics of the

speech. Finally, windowing the signal with hamming

windows.

Procedure

We perform emotion recognition by applying DAG-SVM

for multi-classification. After preprocessing, extract fea-

tures from the original data. The feature set is composed

of MFCC feature, prosodic features, voice quality features

and cepstral distance features. The combinations of these

features are also applied. A total of 1134 utterances

selected randomly are used as training data, and 378 utter-

ances are used as testing data. Training and testing data are

normalized between [�1, 1]. After the process of the 0.95

PCA, optimize parameters for classification model SVM

with grid search method and obtain the parameters c and

g when attaining the best classification accuracy in cross-

validation. The parameters are utilized to train a DAG-

SVM classifier.

No single feature set plays a key role in the recognition.

Different feature sets complement with each other by over-

lapping and influencing. And note that the model chosen is

C-SVC, and kernel function type is RBF, corresponding to

the model parameters ‘�s 0’ and ‘�t 2’.

By means of grid searching, we record the best c and

best g and obtained the classification model with the best

performance. The result of parameter optimization is

demonstrated in Figure 4. It means that when the parameter

c is assigned to 5.278 and g is assigned to 0.10882, the

classification model is optimal and the best accuracy is

82.7381%. The accuracy is calculated by the following

formula

Accuracy ¼
Xm

i¼1

ai

�Xn

j¼1

tj (3)

where the numerator is the total number of certain emo-

tional sentence predicted by classification and the denomi-

nator is that total number in the test set we acquired in

advance.

Two-class recognition results

Figure 5 shows the two-class recognition results on

feature sets.

Accuracy is high enough in two-class emotions recog-

nition. In two-class recognition, different feature sets such

as MFCC, prosodic feature, voice quality feature, MFCCþ
prosodic feature þ voice quality and MFCC þ prosodic

feature þ voice quality þ cepstral distance are applied.

Among these feature sets, the performance of the last fea-

ture set (MFCC þ prosodic feature þ voice quality þ
cepstral distance) is the best. In the comparison of feature

sets MFCC þ prosodic feature þ voice quality and MFCC

þ prosodic feature þ voice quality þ cepstral distance, the

latter is higher than the former by 3% in each class pair.

The average recognition rate of the latter is higher than

91%. Except emotion pair sad and neutral, the other three

groups are recognized with more than 95% and some even

up to 100%. For emotion angry and happy which are hard to

distinguish, the result is still good on the latter feature set

which combines cepstral distance.

Figure 4. 3D view parameter search results for feature set.

Figure 5. The two-class recognition accuracy of the voice on
different feature set combinations. Each series from left to right in
the four figure represents: MFCC, prosodic feature, voice quality
feature, MFCC þ prosodic feature þ voice quality and MFCC þ
prosodic feature þ voice quality þ cepstral distance. And the
ordinate represents the recognition accuracy and the abscissa
stands for emotions. Different colours show different feature set
combinations. MFCC: mel-frequency cepstral coefficient.
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However, it is necessary to discuss the situation in multi-

class recognition on emotional speech.

Multiple class recognition results

The recognition results on feature set MFCC þ prosodic þ
quality are shown in Figure 6. The imbalance is obviously

in the results. So the cepstral distance is added. Meanwhile,

we apply the two-group classification strategy. The six

emotions are sorted into two categories: one contains angry

and neutral and another includes the rest emotions (fear,

happy, sad, surprise) which are, respectively, correspond-

ing to prosodic feature set and MFCCþ prosodicþ quality

þ distance feature set. In the implementation process,

firstly, extracting prosodic features of the six emotions,

meanwhile generating labels. Notice that the labels in the

first stage are divided into three categories: angry utter-

ances are marked as one, neutral utterances are marked as

two and the rest of the utterances are labelled as three. In

the second stage, the utterances, which are labelled as three

in the first stage, are classified. The process of this method

is showed in Figure 3 and its result is expounded in Tables

1 to 3. And the best c and g parameters are shown in these

tables.

The result is acceptable in the first recognition (Table 1).

The accuracy of the mixture of emotions (i.e. four

emotions) is 86.18% that lay a solid foundation for the

second part of the recognition. In regard to the second

recognition, the correct rate is also considerable. Hence,

the final results for six emotions classification are balanced

and they are better than these of above-mentioned feature

combinations. This is mainly due to the addition of cepstral

distance.

When Tables 1 to 3 are analysed, that is, the accuracy of

‘emotions mixture’ is 86.18% in Table 1 and, in Table 2,

the results of the emotions belonging to ‘emotions mixture’

are shown, there may arise a question: for example, why the

final result of emotion fear (60%) is not equal to the result

that the accuracy of ‘emotions mixture’ (86.18%) multi-

plied by the accuracy of ‘fear’ in Table 2 (81.54%)? This

is because the train sets in Tables 1 to 3 are selected ran-

domly. So the recognition rate in the three tables represents

the ability of the model rather than the results for a single

test.

From the above, we can conclude that cepstral distance

feature is efficient to distinguish emotion fear, happy, neu-

tral, sadness and surprise. Especially for emotion sadness,

its ability is outstanding among the present feature set.

Besides, it is conducive for the improvement and balance

of recognition rate to incorporating several specific feature

sets according to the pertinence of different feature set. And

to be fair discussion, the results of this method on Berlin on

German database are listed in Tables 4 to 6. And they will

be analysed in the discussion part.

Comparison and discussion

Due to different experimental conditions, completely fair is

not to exist,29 but we can still conclude from these compar-

isons. Table 4 shows the results of this method to identify

four emotions on Chinese Mandarin emotional speech data-

base which is compared with the study by Wu and Liang.17

Figure 6. Six-class recognition accuracy of the voice on different
feature set combinations.

Table 1. Three emotions classification results.

Emotion Accuracy (%) Best c and g

Anger 82.54 c ¼ 48.5029
g ¼ 0.1088Neutral 63.67

Emotion mixture 86.18

Table 3. Final classification result (six emotions).

Emotion Accuracy (%) Best c and g

Anger 85.07 c ¼ 9.1896
g ¼ 0.0625Fear 60.00

Happy 49.12
Neutral 64.41
Sad 78.67
Surprise 46.67

Table 2. Four emotions classification results.

Emotion Accuracy (%) Best c and g

Fear 81.54 c ¼ 3.0314
g ¼ 0.0068Happy 83.61

Sad 87.14
Surprise 62.50

Table 4. Compare with the study by Wu and Liang.17

Emotion
Accuracy (%)

(Reference 17)
Accuracy (%)

(results in this article)

Neutral 72.98 77.62
Happy 78.81 88.89
Sad 81.01 71.67
Angry 79.83 90.14
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For multiple classifiers comparison as shown in Table 4,

the results after adding cepstral distance are significantly

better than the results in the study by Wu and Liang.17 The

second column of Table 5 displays the results in the same

conditions except deleting all the silence in the speech

which is superior to the results in Table 4. In our experi-

ment, the average accuracy with no silence is 59.0% for six

emotions and is higher than the accuracy with silence,

which is consistent with the study by Zheng et al.42 in the

trend.

Furthermore, for the comparison of multi-group emotion

classification, the results of this method are given in Table

6. Unlike most works in the literature which mainly rely on

classical frequency and energy-based features along with a

single global classifier for emotion recognition, Xiao

et al.19 propose some new harmonic and Zipf-based fea-

tures for better speech emotion characterization in the

valence dimension. The Zipf law is an empirical law pro-

posed by Zipf.43 Zipf features is a kind of linguistic features

which characterize rhythmic and prosodic aspects of vocal

expressions. And a multi-stage classification scheme dri-

ven by a dimensional emotion model for better emotional

class discrimination is applied in the study by Xiao et al.19

Xiao et al.19 explain and cite multi-stage classification from

the perspective of the valence dimension of feature. In this

article, emotions, which are easily confused, are acquired

by adaptive learning. Another difference compared with

the study by Xiao et al.19 is that feature in this article is

designed to measure the similarity between emotion, and

the study by Xiao et al.19 is raised harmonic and Zipf-based

features. Each pair in Table 6 locates in the same arousal-

valence space4; therefore, they are easily confused and this

confusion can be seen everywhere in the experi-

ment.4,32,34,41 The validity of that hierarchical classifica-

tion is proved. And the results in this article are

competitive.

Conclusion and future work

As the primary carrier in robot to communicate with peo-

ple, emotional speech is critical for robot socialization.

Emotion recognition affects decision-making and learning

process of the robot. In this article, a combining cepstral

distance features two-group multi-class classification for

emotional speech is proposed. The classification is based

on the Chinese Mandarin speech database. By entering a

different feature set, reducing the dimensionality of fea-

tures and optimizing parameters c and g, the model is built

by DAG-SVM. On the circumstance of well-behaved two-

class classification, we expound the multi-class classifica-

tion on six emotions. Adding cepstral distance features

improves the extreme low recognition rate for emotion sad

and balances the combination of the feature set. In addition

to reduce bad influence between feature sets, we decom-

pose the problem of multi-class classification into the prob-

lem of tri-classification and four emotions classification.

By fusing two models, the recognition rate for six emotion

identification is enhanced.

Our future work mainly includes two parts. The first part

is to improve and evaluate our combined cepstral distance

model-based emotional speech recognition by combining

linguistic-based emotion recognition44 and affective dialo-

gue management.45 The second part is to develop a useful

emotion-sensitive human–computer interaction system

with intelligent functions for some real applications such

as nursing home robots and intelligent tutoring system.
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